Photosynthetic reaction centers (PRCs) employ multiple-step tunneling (hopping) to separate electrons and holes that ultimately drive the chemistry required for metabolism. We recently developed hopping maps that can be used to interpret the rates and energetics of electron/hole hopping in three-site (donor-intermediate-acceptor) tunneling reactions, including those in PRCs. Here we analyze several key ET reactions in PRCs, including forward ET in the L-branch, and hopping that could involve thermodynamically uphill intermediates in the M-branch, which is ETinactive in vivo. We also explore charge recombination reactions, which could involve hopping.
Introduction
Electron transfer (ET) reactions are essential for energy transduction in living cells. The respiratory ET cascade in eukaryotic cells produces the proton gradient that drives ATP synthesis, in part through the reduction of dioxygen to water [1] . Conversely, the protons and electrons released when two water molecules are photochemically oxidized to dioxygen are responsible for ATP synthesis and NAD reduction in plants [2, 3] . Purple sulfur bacteria also convert light into chemical potential, producing proton gradients, but they use sulfurcontaining compounds as electron donors [3, 4] . The viability of each phototrophic organism depends on effective capture of a photon and generation of a relatively long-lived electronhole pair. The lessons learned from such organisms could facilitate the design of photosynthetic molecular machines for the production of solar fuels [5] .
Eqns. [3] [4] . Hopping requires at least three sites: the electron/hole donor (D); an intermediate (I) that can transiently accommodate the electron/hole; and an electron/hole acceptor (A) (Eqns. [3] [4] . The expression for τ hopping is shown in Eqn. 5; and a complete derivation is given in Ref. [6] . Our treatment is derived specifically for a three-site system [6] but could be adapted for hopping that includes additional steps.
The dependences of τ hopping on the driving force for the first step, −ΔG°X Y (Eqn. 4a), and the overall driving force −ΔG°X Z (Eqn 4c) are displayed in a hopping map. We show these dependences as contour maps where −log 10 (τ hopping ) is plotted with −ΔG°X Y as the x-axis and −ΔG°X Z as the y-axis. The white area at the upper right part of a map is the region in which single-step ET is faster than hopping; the white area at the lower left is where the electron/hole remains bound in the intermediate (Eqn. 4b ). Construction of a hopping map requires the usual parameter inputs (Eqn. 1) as well as three distances [D→I (r 1 ), I→A (r 2 ) and D→A (r T )]. In the following analysis we assume the same reorganization energy (λ) and electronic coupling at van der Waals contact (H AB (r 0 )) for both tunneling steps. A computer program for construction of hopping maps is available for download [8] .
(1) (2) (3) (4a) (4b) (4c) (5) We can conclude from examination of natural [6] and engineered [9] hopping systems that hopping is most favorable when intervening steps are less than ~200 meV uphill; and that ionizable protons in transiently oxidized residues must be tightly controlled. When Tyr is involved, for example, proton content is usually managed using a Brønsted base, such as histidine, aspartate or glutamate [10] . Herein we use hopping maps to evaluate the steps involved in charge separation in bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers, and highlight some recent advances in understanding the mechanism of PRC ET.
Photosynthetic reaction centers (PRCs)
Bacterial PRCs, which were the first membrane proteins to be characterized by x-ray diffraction [11] , share structural and kinetic similarities with analogous redox machines in PS I and PS II [12] [13] [14] . The 6 light-absorbing cofactors comprising the reaction centers are arranged with pseudo-C 2 symmetry. The symmetry-related branches or PRCs are referred to as L (or A) and M (or B). Only the L-branch is involved in charge-separation reactions [15] , which occur with a quantum yield near unity [16] . The striking difference in ET reactivity in the L-and M-branches is thought to arise from asymmetry in the amino acids surrounding the pigments that modulate reduction potentials, as well as a slightly more favorable arrangement of cofactors in the L-branch [17] . Indeed, mutating the residues in the Mbranch to mimic those in the L-branch [18] , or combining mutations and addition of nonnative cofactors [19] , yields PRCs where M-branch ET occurs.
PRCs are involved in producing proton gradients that drive ATP synthesis. Absorption of a photon by the special pair of chlorophylls (P, Figure 1 ) initiates an ET cascade that eventually reaches a bound quinone (Q A ), producing a charge-separated state (P + Q A − ) [20] . It is well established that forward ET in PRCs is facilitated by hopping through bacteriochlorophyll (B L ) and bacteriopheophytin (H L ). The oxidized special pair (P + ) is reduced by internal or external cytochromes (depending upon the system); and absorption of a second photon ultimately produces a fully reduced product (quinone + 2H + + 2e − → hydroquinone), which is in turn is released and reoxidized by the cytochrome bc 1 complex that pumps 2H + across the bacterial membrane. In PRCs, as well as PS I and PS II, the cost of charge-separated states (P + /Q A − ) with millisecond to second lifetimes is the loss of close to 50% of the photon energy.
Cofactor arrangement and ET energetics
The two most extensively studied PRCs are from Blastochloris viridis (formerly Rhodopseudomonas viridis) and Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Figure 1 ). In our analysis we will largely ignore subtle differences in the kinetics and energetics of these reaction centers, as our aim here is to shed light on principal features that underlie PRC hopping function. Our model is admittedly simplified, as it does not include protein dynamics, which likely plays a role in modulating ET in PRCs [21] .
A great deal of effort has gone into determining PRC reduction potentials, but the results are not definitive, because many of the cofactors are membrane bound. The good news is that relative reduction potentials (and thus driving forces, −ΔG°) have been extracted from theory and kinetics studies; and PRCs in different organisms have similar ET energetics (± 50 meV) and reaction times ( Figure 2 ) that include data obtained at different temperatures [20, 22] . It is noteworthy that the reaction times increase by a factor of 2-3 from 295 to 10 K [23] , demonstrating that they are effectively driving-force-optimized [24a] . Some of the charge recombination steps also are temperature independent, as described below.
Evaluation of the distances between cofactors in PRCs is problematic because the transferring electron is delocalized over large molecules. One approach is to take average distances between cofactors obtained from the coordinates of the R. sphaeroides protein (Figure 1 ). While average distances could be a better approximation for electron/hole transfer calculations, such distances are not in accord with the close-contact value (r 0 ) of 3 Å [6, 24] . The alternative is edge-to-edge distances. For large donors/acceptors, these two limiting cases correspond to very different distances between PRC cofactors, as Boxer pointed out [20a] .
We will use the ET step from H L − to Q A to show the different predictions of average versus edge-to-edge distances. Since H L is reduced with a time constant of 3 ps, while the subsequent reduction of Q A is much slower (200 ps) (Figure 2 ), we assume that ET from H L − to Q A is a single-step reaction. We take the average distance between H L and Q A (14.5 Å, Figure 1 ) as the distance between the 4 pyrrole nitrogens (H L ) to the C 6 O 2 quinone core (Q A ). The distance from the nearest aromatic carbon in H L to the nearest aromatic carbon in Q A is 10.3 Å. As noted above, the reorganization energy is probably close to −ΔG° (0.5 eV); this is reasonable because aromatic organic cofactors typically have lower reorganization energies than inorganic complexes [25, 26] . We take 1.1 Å −1 for the distance decay constant, an experimentally validated parameter for protein ET reactions [24] . Employing average distances, the predicted time constant (Eqn. 1) for reduction of Q A by H L − is 25 ns, which is not in accord with experiment. Since much better agreement with experiment is obtained using edge-to-edge distances (250 ps calculated tunneling time), we will employ those distances in our PRC analyses.
It is of interest that the best agreement with experiment comes from a map constructed with β = 1.1 Å −1 . We also could obtain good agreement employing average distances with lower β, as has been shown to be the case in ET systems where the donor and acceptor interact through aromatic bridges [27] . Whichever the case, it is clear that delocalized cofactor electronic wave functions can enhance donor-acceptor coupling relative to those established for Ru-modified metalloproteins [24] , as has been suggested for the initial ET reaction between *P and B L [28] . We thus conclude that driving-force-optimized ET and enhanced donor-acceptor coupling facilitate light-induced charge separation in PRCs, and likely also in PS I and II.
Hopping in the first charge-separation step
The involvement of B L in PRC ET reaction was unclear when experiments first showed *P → H L ET occurs with a time constant of about 3 ps [29] , and theoretical work favored a superexchange mechanism without direct involvement of B L . In the late 1980s and early 1990s, data collected with better sensitivity and temporal resolution showed that there was an intermediate in the net *P → H L ET reaction [30, 31] . These studies confirmed that B L is reduced by *P with a time constant of 3 ps and B L then reduces H L with a time constant of 0.9 ps. Recent work using single-crystal polarized spectroscopy at 100 K suggests that B L reduction is the faster of the two steps (the relative rate constants stay the same) [32] .
The energy gaps between *P, B L and H L are reasonably well known (Figure 2) [20, 33, 34] . As above, we take each distance between cofactors to be that between the two nearest aromatic carbons: P → B L (5.0); B L → H L (5.3) and P → H L (10 Å), with a distance decay constant of 1.1 Å −1 [24] . Thermal protein motions do not appear to influence the very fast initial charge separation steps [21a] , but such dynamics could be important for subsequent, slower steps (see below). The initial *P → H L charge-separation event is almost insensitive to temperature [23] , indicating that each ET step is nearly driving-force-optimized. Thus, we take the reorganization energy for the first step as 0.1 eV and that of the second step and single-step ET as 0.15 eV. Our hopping maps (Figure 3 ) compare the hopping advantages for *P → B L → H L ET at 298 and 50 K. As expected, the range of driving forces where hopping is predicted to occur is drastically narrowed at low temperature (note that the axes have the same range in Figure 3a and 3b) . However, hopping is still expected to occur in the drivingforce-optimized region with a time constant between 1 and 25 ps, in good agreement with experiment. The larger range of hopping time constants is a result of the points in the hopping map where the driving forces differ substantially from the reorganization energies. In sum, our model derived from semiclassical ET theory, with no additional parameters, reproduces reaction times for forward ET in the initial charge-separation events in PRCs. Our results also are in good agreement with predictions from tunneling pathway analyses [35] . Both models underscore the importance of cofactor arrangement in optimizing electronic coupling.
The hopping maps shown in Figure 3 are very sensitive to the choice of reorganization energy, in particular the map at 50 K. Increasing λ to 0.3 eV (for all steps) produces a map where hopping is not predicted at low temperatures. We suggest that functional ET in PRCs requires driving-force-optimized ET, but not necessarily low nuclear reorganization. Instead, the reorganization energy could be optimized for low-driving-force ET reactions that minimize loss of energy gained from light absorption.
Hopping in the M-branch
The cofactors that comprise PRCS are arranged in a pseudo-C 2 fashion, but ET only occurs through the L-branch because of asymmetry in the amino acids surrounding the pigments in each branch that modulates their energies with respect to P*. Investigators have produced a variety of mutant PRCs that modify reduction potentials of the pigments and their observed ET reactivities. Noteworthy examples are those variants where some amino acids associated with the M-branch are replaced with those from the L-branch, resulting in "symmetric" PRCs [36] . One such scaffold is the D LL PRC, which actually lacks H L , facilitating work on M-branch ET reactivity. In this section we use hopping maps to analyze M-branch electron flow in WT PRCs as well as mutants that are especially well characterized.
The hopping map for M-branch ET is shown in Figure 4 . B M lies 0.1 to 0.2 eV above *P and H M is 0.1 to 0.15 eV below *P in WT PRCs [37] . The map is constructed with a λ of 0.15 eV (for all steps), β = 1.1 Å −1 and T = 298 K. Hopping is not expected to occur over most of the estimated driving force range. The time constant for the instances where hopping is predicted to occur is ~100 ps, 100 times slower than ET in the L-branch. Likewise, no ET is observed in the symmetrical D LL PRC variant lacking H L , consistent with the first step being >200 meV uphill and overall ET being roughly isoergic with *P [18].
Boxer and coworkers further modified the D LL scaffold to allow for observation of Mbranch ET [18a] . Substitution of the Phe near P, B M and H M with Tyr lowers the relative energies of B M − and H M − , while the opposite mutation raises the corresponding energies in the L-branch, thereby enabling M-branch ET. The observed changes in energy levels are in accord with calculations [38] . The dashed box in Figure 4 shows predicted time constants (~10 ps) for hopping in these modified D LL PRCs. The calculated values are in good agreement with experiment (40-70 ps), which reinforces our conclusion that hopping via thermodynamically uphill intermediates is disfavored under most biologically relevant circumstances.
Hopping versus single-step ET in charge recombination reactions
Charge recombination reactions along the PRC ET chain have been investigated: the kinetics of recombination are well established, but the mechanism is not. The best studied reactions are recombination from the P + Q A − and P + H L − states, where the observed rate constants are roughly independent of temperature [20a,39] . Recombination from the P + Q A − state occurs with a time constant near 100 ms [39] at a driving force near 0.6 eV. It is possible that recombination from P + Q A − involves transient reduction of H L (or B L ). In this case the first step would require uphill ET (−ΔG° = −0.5 eV) followed by highly downhill recombination (−ΔG° = 1.1 eV) to the relaxed, neutral state. A hopping map for this charge recombination reaction (not shown) shows that such a thermodynamically uphill intermediate step will not promote hopping. We emphasize that our model does not consider nuclear tunneling, which could be operative in the highly exergonic step [40] . Recombination from the P + H L − state occurs over about 10 Å with a time constant near 12-25 ns [39c,41] : Eqns. 1 and 2 predict a 300 ps time constant for driving-force-optimized ET, which requires a reorganization energy of 1.1 eV, far greater than for forward ET (≤ 0.2 eV). Several studies suggest that charge recombination does not occur by a simple single-step mechanism [42] , and protein conformation could modify the relative energy levels of P, B L and H L [43] . In WT PRCs charge recombination from the P + H L is suggested to at least partially proceed through an activated state resembling P + B L − . Substituting amino acids near the pigments in the L-branch modulates the relative reduction potentials of H L and B L and thus affects the kinetics of charge recombination [42] . When H L and B L are energetically close (ΔG° ~ 0), charge recombination is about 10 times more rapid.
We have constructed a hopping map for the charge recombination reaction starting from the P + H L state ( Figure 5 ). We estimate the reorganization energy for H L − → B L and for B L − → P + as 0.15 eV. The overall λ for ET from H L → P + single-step ET is 0.25 eV, as in Figure  3 . The black arrow at the right of Figure 4 shows the driving force for charge recombination to the ground state; and the arrow at left shows the driving force for recombination to a state at the same energy as *P, which would then rapidly relax to the ground state. We take these as limiting cases.
Our map for H L − → B L → P + charge recombination indicates that hopping does not occur ( Figure 5 ), which is hard to understand since it is known that the H L /B L energy gap affects the rate of recombination, as noted above [42] . Hopping is predicted to occur in maps constructed with overall λ > 1 eV, but this is not realistic since reorganization should be the same in forward and reverse directions. Furthermore, nuclear tunneling could come into play the very high driving forces for charge recombination reactions. We emphasize that that it is very difficult to decouple changes in the relative energy levels and protein dynamics in sitedirected PRC mutants, because single mutations can change the energies of more than one cofactor [40, 41, 42] . An ET pathway model predicts that large through space gaps inhibit charge recombination [35] ; and, from a design perspective, there is no apparent advantage to hopping-assisted recombination, as this would only accelerate loss of productive chargeseparated states.
Conclusions
Our hopping maps indicate that the charge-separation steps in PRCs, and likely also in structurally similar photoredox machines (PS I and II), occur at the maximum possible rates owing to very low nuclear reorganization energies. Forward ET is also promoted by a favorable arrangement of electronically coupled cofactors. High-driving-force charge recombination is more complicated, and our model does not account for many experimental observations. Fully understanding the factors that control hopping-assisted charge separation in reaction centers will aid the design and construction of artificial devices for solar energy conversion to electricity and fuels.
Highlights
• Photosynthetic reaction centers (PRCs) use hopping to separate electrons and holes.
• We employ hopping maps to interpret electron flow in PRCs.
• Charge-separation and charge-recombination reactions in PRCS are discussed. Energetics of charge separation and recombination in bacterial PRCs. References for the energy levels are given in the text. P, B, H, and Q are shown in Figure 2 . 
